The Message
Written by: Prashant Gupta

A Moment of Complete Silence touches the soul and connects with the inexpressible
Cosmic Intelligence that creates & transforms all the ways of existence, association and
continuance. Silence can be attained when words read, heard or spoken help awakening
the awareness or understanding of the purpose of action in one’s life span that
contributes towards the Universal Evolution. And this is the source of Bliss.

The Purpose of the words shared here is to try to bestow a moment of silence. These
words are the compilation of my personal communion with Water, a source of life,
during various journeys in last many years including a ceremony at banks of sacred
Ganges in India, many silent evenings at Lake Michigan in Chicago, with family at
Niagara Falls, traveling on work through Mediterranean Sea in France, with friends
on the shore of Atlantic Ocean in Florida, passing across shores of Pacific Ocean on the
Island of Hokkaido in Japan, visiting Summer Palace Lake in China’s capital city of
Beijing and many other places of tranquility. These Journeys has given me a Message
that I share it today with my fellow beings on this auspicious Mother’s Day.

Universe is Constantly Transforming but overall Energy remains constant. Though
humans are aware of this, however, the applied knowledge to date has not been able to
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completely predict the states and qualities of different known and unknown energy
particles that may exist in all the defined and undefined dimensions of this Universe,
and yet wisdom says that there seems to be an Order beneath this change or a rule of
“energy utility” – a sense of impartial purpose and direction in the development be it
either a physical environment, non-living matter or emergence, regeneration and
extinction of a certain living species.

Do humans have an ability to understand this Order beneath the Chaos? Yes, definitely.
Human has the special ability, the gift of heart that connects with the Cosmic
Intelligence, realize the understanding of Order and in that attainment, consciously
work towards the contributing purpose while being aware that there is no permanence.

Many Prophets, Sages, and Reformers have emerged and will continue to emerge within
Humankind to show this light to all other fellow beings. And as we look carefully at
the timeless words and actions of such revered figures, they all have mentioned their
expressions around: one, illumination of the overarching purpose of Human species in
the Universal Order and two, progressive restoration of human harmony & condition at
that moment.

To understand their message of purpose and progression, we need to first recognize the
drivers of human growth. The first and foremost driver has been the human energy to
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expand its reach. Continual Population growth, geographic exploration and land
ownerships are good examples. Second is the human creativity to control its
environment such as domestication of biodiversity, scientific inventions and technology.
Third is the human power to influence its fellow beings that has led to emergence of
different forms of governments, military, social structures, commerce and cultures.
Fourth is the human intellect to know that has brought forth various facets of
discovery, art, music, drama and philosophy. And fifth is the human faith to selfawareness that led to emergence of religions - six (Shinto’s, Taoism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism) emerged in the Far East and four (Christianity, Islam,
Judaism and Zoroastrianism) in the Middle East and its respective followers now
spread all across various continents.

If we correlate these human drivers of energy, creativity, power, intellect and faith, we
could establish a hypothesis of “Progression of Human Evolution” describing that
human presence is moving from periphery of the Order of Life towards the center of its
source on earth where as the purpose is the steady state at the destination i.e. a single
interconnected globule of life with all its elements being self-aware of the gift of heart,
being in complete harmony with each other, maintaining full balance with the physical
nature, sustaining biodiversity around and having full know-how of earth’s movement
and its respective position in universe. We can call it the “Order-5”, a supreme
attainment of Harmony.
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And if one analyzes this hypothesis of “Progression of Human Evolution” and looks at
the past and present waves of violent or non-violent conflicts, creation of societies and
downfall of cultures, emergence of new and revival of old government structures and all
the human inventions, scientific discoveries and social theories, interesting conclusions
do emerge. Most of these events can be partially or fully justified under this assumption
and it can be deduced that these and/or any other events have contributed either
negatively, positively or neutrally to this hypothesis.

In addition, the past and present Moral & Ethical Constitutions within various
human-made institutions can also be derived using the lens of this progression with
good accuracy. Thus, the conclusion is that, “Humankind is progressing and the selfless
Love & service in the midst of this ever growing interdependence is the fundamental to
this Progression” The personal observation confirms that when a human is immersed in
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this virtue of Selfless Love, he or she attains many other virtues including patience,
forgiveness and calmness. And above all, the meaning of Liberty takes the true meaning
with this virtue at the heart of the self.

But as we all know, there are still many walls in human heart that stall the movement
to Order-5 and would need to be dissolved. These are biases based upon Color, Religion,
Gender, Occupation, and Land. With communication connectivity, transportation,
multi-cultural adaptation, honest freedom struggles and cross-land trading, some
barriers around these have been removed and it’s certain that the old structures of
human segregation are now transforming itself. However, as the old structures fell
down, new barriers in the heart may be emerging and one of them is the growing
economic inequality. Today, the entire humankind is drifting into communities
segregated based on rising material expectations and over consumption through
promotional nature of modern media that cut through man made state boundaries.

The result of this inequality in the heart gives birth to social mistrust and results in
making humans unnecessarily competitive, selfish and non-emotional personalities that
lead to family miniaturization, rising violence and depressive behaviors. In addition, it
increases trading activities at each of the human living centers, creation of more high
consumption populace that may further put pressure on physical nature and
biodiversity, creating imbalances and increasing gap.
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I believe that Human Destiny is to move towards point of Order-5 and so some of their
actions and habits over the time eventually would correct itself from these “blocking”
habits of over consumption and over competitiveness through realization and awareness
of the problem and broadening of vision. We can already see some positive trends in
that direction such as the emergence of various types of global stateless institutions like
non-profit Civil Service Organizations that can provide material developmental to
needy, reform to close the disparaties and spiritual upliftment that can aid in removal
of many biases and inequalities and help the entire human race move forward through
noble values of harmonious interdependence and cooperation.

So, the reader – be positive, start a fresh day today. The humankind is progressing, there
are some hiccups in the way but keep hope. The best contribution you can make is to be
aware of your special gift of heart, offer selfless love & sharing to all human beings
through service of your choice and that’s the way you contribute to the human destiny.
This is the Message of Love. It is dedicated to my mother and all the mothers.

May God Bless You & All.

Prashant Gupta currently lives near Chicago, working in Communications Industry. He has been involved with many developmental and
interreligious non-profit organizations and writes regularly. Email: pg1619@yahoo.com
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